Lexia Learning
Success Partnerships
“Success is best when it is shared” - Howard Schultz

Every student, class, and school is unique.
That is why Lexia Learning Success
Partnerships are designed with you in
mind. Our Professional Learning and
Implementation Support ensure that goals
are achieved and outcomes are met. Lexia’s
team of literacy experts are dedicated to
developing plans, strategies, best practices,
and support for success throughout the
school year and beyond.

What makes Lexia’s Partnerships unique?
PERSONALIZED
PERSONALIZED

ENGAGING
ENGAGING

Lexia customizes every partnership so
educators and administrators feel confident that
all aspects of the professional learning goals
are accounted for and modified as needed to
accelerate literacy proficiency.

Lexia Partnerships create an environment
of active participation and support. Every
interaction is thoughtfully designed to
encourage active learning.

EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE

RELEVANT
RELEVANT

Grounded in research, Lexia Partnerships
leverage research-founded approaches to
deliver the student outcomes educators
expect and demand across classes, schools
and districts.

Lexia focuses on the most meaningful
components of professional learning
that seamlessly support educators and
administrators in their learning environment.

Lexia’s Partnerships are Proven!
Lexia research has shown that students using Lexia® Core5® Reading in schools with Success Partnerships that
use the program with fidelity are 5 times more likely to reach their end-of-year, grade-level benchmarks in the
program as compared to students using the program a minimal amount (20 minutes per week).
In schools whose student population could be classified as “high-risk” (more than half of the students began the
year working on skills more than two years below grade level), 41% of students achieved implementation fidelity
when their school had an Implementation Success Partnership, compared to only 27% of students in schools
that did not have one. With Lexia Core5 Reading, implementation fidelity leads to significant student progress.

Success Partnerships for Schools

Lexia® Academy:
Lexia Academy is an eLearning platform that
supports educators’ professional growth with
self-paced, meaningful, and relevant learning
opportunities— anytime, anywhere. The content
covers Lexia’s programs, getting started, data
analysis, our blended learning model and classroom
implementation, as well as Structured Literacy
courses to support best practices in literacy
instruction. Unlimited access to Lexia Academy is
available through all of our partnerships.
Lexia® Academy Plus: The Lexia Academy Plus
partnership provides full access to the Lexia Academy
eLearning platform. In addition, this partnership
includes access to a national schedule of live online

and/or recorded professional learning sessions
to assist with technical set-up requirements and
implementing Lexia products in the classroom.
Virtual Implementation Success Partnership: We
leverage technology to provide you with the support
and guidance needed. With a dedicated Success
Manager to support educators throughout the year,
Lexia collaborates with you to set goals, develop a
plan, and meet with your team up to three more times
per year via live online sessions to ensure optimal
student outcomes. As an educator, you’ll have access
to live and recorded professional learning sessions for
planning ahead or just-in-time needs.
Implementation Success Partnership: Lexia takes all
of the support of the Virtual Implementation Success
Partnership and provides additional on-site services
as determined by the partnership.

Success Partnerships for Districts
District Success Plan: This partnership provides a
dedicated Success Manager who will work directly
with your district to set goals and develop an effective
plan for setting expectations for and communicating
about school implementations of Lexia solutions.
Your Success Manager will engage with your district’s
leaders up to three times on-site and three times
live online each year to support district leaders
toward desired outcomes for students and staff.
These engagements typically include professional
learning for building level leaders to operationalize
the district’s plan for implementation and support the
unique needs of their buildings’ staff and students.
District Success Plan for Special Population
(DSPsp): This partnership provides a dedicated
Success Manager who will work directly with your
district to set goals and develop an effective plan for
a districtwide special populations implementation of
Lexia solutions. Your Success Manager will schedule
centralized educator professional learning sessions
and/or meet with your district’s leaders up to twice
on-site and twice live online each year to support
your implementation and achieve your desired
students outcomes.
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Dedicated District Success Manager: This
partnership will designate a District Success Manager
to collaborate with you to develop a comprehensive
long term district-level implementation plan to
support your district’s strategic literacy goals.

